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INTRODUCTION

A total field magnetic survey and a VLF-EM survey were conducted on 

the 60 contiguous mining claims in the Turtlepond Lake Area, Kenora 

Mining Division, District of Kenora, Ontario.

The purpose of these surveys was to locate the position of the Manitou 

Strait Fault which has been an important structural controlling feature for 

gold mineralization in this area. A secondary objective was to located any 

lithological contacts and areas of possible sulphide mineralization.

The field work was conducted in two phases. Phase one was during 

March, 1984 and covered the lake portions and inaccessible areas. The 

operators for this phases were Rick Hochon, Chris Beggs, and Latten Brice. 

Phase two was conducted during June and July, 1984 and covered the rest 

of the claim group. The operators for this phase were Doug Baird, Dave 

Black, and Dan Brown. All the operators were employees of Mid Canada 

Exploration Services Limited, Timmins, Ontario. The interpretation and 

report were completed by Kian A. Jensen, Consultant Geologist/Geophysicist 

from October 9 to 26, 1984.

LOCATION AND ACCESS

The Upper Manitou Project, Turtlepond Lake area is located approximately 

50 kilometres southeast of Dryden which is situated on the Trans-Canada 

Highway No. 17. Dryden lies midway between Winnipeg, Manitoba and Thunder 

Bay, Ontario, approximately 350 kilometres from both.

The project area is located in the southeast quaderant of N.T.S. Map 

52/F10. The claims cover the southern portion of Rock Lake ( also known as 

Kaminnassin Lake and Dinorwic Lake).

Access to the project area is via the all-weather provincial road 

No. 812, which connects Highways 11 and 17. The property lies approximately 

two kilometres east of the road.
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PROPERTY

The Upper Manitou Project, Turtlepond Lake Area consists of 60 

contiguous unpatented mining claims. The claims are 100% owned and 

recorded on August 16, 1983 in the name of Golden Range Resources Inc. 

Figure 2 shows the position of the property and the claim numbers.

Line cutting was done by Mid Canada Exploration Services Limited of 

Timmins, Ontario. A total of 61.63 line miles were established. The base 

line has a bearing of N 90 E and extends from 36+OOWest to 92+00 East. 

Several tie lines and detail lines are parallel to the baseline as follows:

42N from 44E to 92E
18S from 20E to 64E
3OS from 8W to 92E
42S from 36E to 56E
54S from 20E to 44E
62S from 20E to 48E

34N from 44E to 92E 
22S from 20E to 64E 
34S from 36E to 64E 
46S from 32E to 60E 
54S from 48E to 52E

26N from 44E to 92E 
26S from 20E to 64E 
38S from 36E to 64E 
50S from 20E to 60E 
58S from 20E to 52E

The north-south grid lines are located every 400 feet along the base 

line. The entire grid is picketed at 100 foot intervals.

The claim group consists of the following unpatented mining claims:
K-725626
K-725632
K-740749
K-740755
K-740761
K-740767
K-740773
K-740779
K-740785
K-740791
K-740797

K-725627
K-725633
K-740750
K-740756
K-740762
K-740768
K-740774
K-740780
K-740786
K-740792
K-740798

K-725628
K-725634
K-740751
K-740757
K-740763
K-740769
K-740775
K-740781
K-740787
>K-740793

K-725629
K-725635
K-740752
K-740758
K-740764
K-740770
K-740776
K-740782
K-740788
K-740794

K-725630

K-740753
K-740759
K-740765
K-740771
K-740777
K-740783
K-740789
K-740795

K-725631

K-740754
K-740760
K-740766
K-740772
K-740778
K-740784
K-740790
K-740796

PREVIOUS WORK

The area was intensively prospected during the late 1800's to 1912, 

and again in the 1930's. The Manitou Strait fault zone has received a 

considerable amount of exploration work. Three areas have become gold
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Figure 1: Location and Claim map for the Upper Manitou Project, Turtlepond
Lake Area, for Golden Range Resources Inc., Kenora Mining Division. 
Map Scale 1:31680 (1 inch = £ mile).
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producers, these being the Big Master Mine, the Laurentian Mine and the 

Elora or Jubilee Mine. These mines are located approximately 15 kilometres 

along strike to the south of the property. Further to the south, an 

additional 25 kilometres, the Noxe Petroleum and Teck Corporation have 
encountered encouraging assay results.

The area was last mapped by the Ontario Department of Mines in 1940 

by J. Satterly, Dryden-Wabigoon Area, Annual Report 50-2 with Map 50e. 

The top 14 claims of the property are covered in this O.D.M. map.

In the Mineral Deposit Circular 16, Gold Deposits of the Kenora- 

Fort Frances Area, published by the Ministry of Natural Resources, indicates 

a gold showing west of Kaminnassin Bay. This showing known as the Turtlepond 

Lake occurrence was prospected by Whitewater Gold Mines Limited. The 
showing consists of 9 to 12 inch quartz vein containing visible gold which 

is in an altered, fractured andesite.

An airborne electromagnetic and magnetic surveys were flown in 1980 

by Kenting Earth Sciences Limited for the Ontario Geological Survey. This 
data is presented on Map 80459B.

GENERAL GEOLOGY

The property lies within the Wabigoon greenstone belt, of Archean 

metavolcanics and metasedimentary rocks.

The main structural feature of the area is the Manitou Strait Fault 

which has faulted the stratigraphy by an unknown distance. Generally, the 

stratigraphy west of the fault is dominated by basaltic to andesitic mafic 

massive, pillow, tuff, agglomerate, hornblende and chloritic schist. The 

east side is dominated by massive mafic flows, in places these have been 

altered by varying degrees of carbonatization.

East of the claim group are several units of felsic metavolcanics.
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These units consists of rhyolitic to dacitic tuffs, agglomerates, and flows, 

Intruded into the areas are mafic to ultramafic igneous rocks in the 

composition range of gabbro, norite or diorite.

GEOPHYSICAL SURVEYS

Introduction:

A total field magnetic survey was completed on the grid using the 

Geometries G-816 Proton Procession Magnetometer. The instrument specifications 

are located in Appendix 1. A total of 3376 readings were observed on the 
north-south grid lines and a total of 500 readings were observed on the east- 

west tie lines and detail line. The reading spacing was usually at 100 foot 

intervals, however, in places where detail was required the spacing was at 
50 feet.

A VLF-EM survey was completed at the same time as the magnetic survey. 

The instrument used was the Geonics EM-16. The transmitter station used 

for the survey was Cutler, Maine, with a transmitting frequency of 24.0 Hz. 

The readings were collected at a 100 foot interval on the north-south 

grid lines, with the In-phase and Quadrature being recorded. Atotal of 

2435 stations were observed. The instrument specifications are located 

in Appendix 1.

The survey dates were during March, 1984 with Rick Rochon, Chris Beggs, 

and Latten Brice as operators, and during June and July, 1984 with Doug 

Baird, Dave Black and Dan Brown as operators. All the operators were 

employed by Mid Canada Exploration Services Limited.

Magnetic Survey Procedures:
The baseline was surveyed with reading intervals of 400 feet in short 

loops to establish control stations. This helps to eliminate large magnetic 

drift. Once this was completed, the tie lines being 30+00 South and 42+00 

North were surveyed in the same fashion. Upon completion of these lines, 

then the north-south and the east-west detail lines were surveyed. The
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time of the readings, location, and the uncorrected values were recorded 

at each site. At the beginning and completion of every line, a control 

station was observed. This was used to correct the data for the control 

tie-ins and to correct the data for daily magnetic drift.

The data is presented on a base map with a scale of 1 inch to 400 

feet (1:4800). A base level of 59000 gammas were subtracted from all the 
readings. The data is contoured, where possible, at a 100 gamma interval. 

The contour magnetic map is located in the back map folder.

VLF-EM (EM-16) Survey Procedures:

The direction of the primary field is at right angles from the 

direction of the station selected (Cutler, Maine). The instrument is orientated 

in the direction of the primary field, the instrument is rotated for the 

minimum sound intensity. The volume control is set for a comfortable sound 

intensity. The quadrature component dial is adjusted to further minimize 
the sound. After this has been done the inclinometer is read.

The data was collected at 100 foot intervals on the north-south lines. 
The In-Phase and Quadrature values as a percentage are plotted on a base 
map with a scale of 1 inch to 400 feet. The data is plotted in profile 

form. This map is located in the back map folder.

Interpretation:
The interpretation of both the total field magnetic data and the VLF- 

EK data is shown on the compilation map located in the back map folder.

To assist in the interpretation of the VLF-EM data, a low pass filter 

was used on the In-Phase data. The anomaly axis as shown on the compilation 

map, are the axis from the Fraser Filtering. These anomalies have been 
classified as either good (solid circle), moderate (half solid circle) or 

poor (open circle). All the anomalies are lettered and summarized in 

Table 1. Those anomalies suspected to be fault related have a 'F 1 plotted 

beside the anomaly on the compilation map.
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Table 1: VLF-EM Anomalies on the Turtlepond Lake Area.

icmaly

A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H
1
I 1
J
K
L
M
N
0
0'
P
P 1
P"

Q
R
S
S'
T
U
V
W
X
Y
Z

AA
AB
AC
AD
AE
AF

AG
AH
AI
AJ

AK
AL
AM
AN
AO
AP

• Priority

12

15

13

14

11

16

6
5

10

4
9

Class

P-M-G
M
P
M
M
G
P
G

P-M-G
M
P
M-G
P
P
P
M
M
P
P
M
P
M
P
P
P-M
P-M
M-G
M
P
P-M
P
P-M

P-M-G
P

P-M-G
P

P-M-G

G
P-G
P

P-M-G

M
P-M
P-M-G
M-G
P-M
P

Length
(feet)

2200
100+
1600
500
400
400
400
900
1800
600
300
1400
400
400
400
400
400
400
400
800
400
200
800
800
800
600

1000
400
600

1400
200
700

2400
700

3200
1200
2000

1100
2200
400
1400

1000
600

1600
1400
3000
600

Description

May be related to peninsula shoreline.

Possible fault related.
Possible related to shoreline.
Possible fault related.
Possible fault related.
Possible due to shoreline.
Portion possible due to fault and shoreline.
Possible due to shoreline, may be related to I,

Curved, possible due to shoreline, overburden.

Possible related to fault or shoreline. 

Double anomaly, possible shoreline related.

Double anomaly, possible shoreline related.

Possible due to shoreline. 
May be related to P" and/or R. 
Possible due to shoreline. 
Possible due to shoreline.

Double anomaly, possible fault or shoreline. 
Possible due to shoreline. 
Possible due to shoreline.

Possible due to marsh.

Possible shoreline or fault related. 
Possible shoreline related. 
Split anomaly, possible due to shoreline. 
Portion possible fault related, part of AD. 
Possible due to ground conitions. 
Portion possible due to shoreline. 
Poor portion possible due to shoreline, 
portion possible fault related. 
Incomplete anomaly data. 
Portion possible fault related.

Portion possible relAted to Manitou Strait
Fault, intersects AM. 

Portion possible fault related.

Intersects AJ and AN.
Split anomaly, intersects AM.
Parallel to AM, possible fault related.
Possible fault related, intersects AO.



Table 1: Continued

Anomaly Priority Class Length
(feet)

AQ
AH
AS
AT
AU
AV
AW
AX
AY
AZ
BA
BB
BC
BD
BE
BF
BG
BH

BI
BJ
BK

P
P
P
M
P
P
P
P

3 M-G
2 G

M
P
P-M
P
M
P
P

P-M-G

M
P

P-M-G

200
400
200
400
600
400
200
600

2400
2200
200
600

1000
600
200

2600
1200
2700

600
1800
2200

BL

BM 
BN 
BO 
BP

1

7

P-M

P-M 
G 
G 
P

4800

2000
400
1000
200

Description

Possible related to fault or shoreline. 

Possible related to fault or shoreline.

Possible due to shoreline.
Possible geological contact.
Possible due to geological unit or fault.
Possible fault related.
Possible due to creek.
Portion possible due to fault.

Portion possible due to fault. 
Portion possible fault related, intersects BP. 
Parallel to shoreline, 600 feet branch 
anomaly, possible fault related.

Portion possible fault related, intersects BK. 
Possible parallel anomaly to Manitou Strait
Fault or part of it. 

Portion possible due to Manitou Strait fault
and branch fault.

Possible due to shoreline, possible mineralized, 
Possible due to shoreline. 
Possible fault related. 
Possible due to shoreline.

Note: Classification P = Poor, M = Moderate, G = Good anomalies.
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9
The magnetic data suggests that the Manitou Strait Fault may entre the 

claim group in the vacinity of Line 20+00 East, on a bearing of approximately 

N 30 E. There may be an associated parallel to sub-parallel fault. Based 
on the two surveys, several spur faults may be associated to the fault zone. 

It is possible that there are 6 small bodies with high magnetic signatures 

and are suspected to be a mafic to ultramafic intrusive such as a gabbro. 

East of the Manitou Strait Fault the magnetic baskground is in the vacinity 

of about 59500 to 60300 gammas, while on the west side of the fault the 

magnetic background appears to be higher. In the area of Lines 56+00 East 

to 68+00 East, and from 26+00 North to 52+00 North, it is suspected that 
this has be altered possibly by carbonatization.

CONCLUSIONS

From the present surveys on this claim group, it is suggested that 

the important and potientially gold bearing Manitou Strait Fault is located 
in the southeastern and eastern portion of the project area. Many of the 

VLF-EM anomalies are related due to the conditions of the shorelines of the 

various lakes and creeks. Also, several of the moderate to good anomalies 

are related completely or in part to the various fault systems.

BECOMMENDATIONS

It is recommended that the blank areas in the VLF-EM and Magnetic 

surveys be completed as soon as ground conditions warrant. These areas are 

claims K-740773, K-740784, K-74078}, K-740789, K-740790 and K-74079"! •

In the vacinity of the detail grid, the east-west lines should be 
surveyed using Annapolis, Maryland. This will allow better location of the 

Manitou Strait Fault.

It is also recommended that the entire property be geologically mapped, 
and special attention be paid to the VLF-EM strong anomalies. Also, the 

composition of the overburden may warrant a soil geochemical sampling 

program, if this is not possible, a reverse circulation programme should be 

considered.
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A compilation of the available assessment data should be correlated 

with the present information. Also, the airborne electromagnetic should 

be plotted on the compilation map to correlate with the present VLF-EM 
anomalies and yield additional information.

Based upon the above recommendations and depending upon the results 

a diamond drilling program may be warranted in the future.

Respectfully submitted,

Kian A. Jensen, B.Sc. 
Geologist/Geophysicist
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I, Kian A. Jensen, submit this document to certify that the following 
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1) That I received an Honour B.Sc. degree in Earth Science, Geology 

Major at the University of Waterloo in 1975.
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a) Society of Exploration Geophysicists (1981) - Associate

b) Geological Association of Canada (1983) - Fellow
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5) That I do not hold any shares in Golden Range Resources Inc. or 
its associated company(s).

6) That my place of business is Suite 14, Hollinger Building, Timmins 
Ontario.

7) That my residence is 114 Spillenaar Street, P.O.Box 37, South 

Porcupine, Ontario. PON 1HO

Respectfully

Dated: October 29, 1984 Kian A. Jensen



VLF (PLANE WAVE}

EM 16
One of the most popular and widely used electromagnetic instruments, the EM16 
VLF receiver makes the ideal reconnaissance EM. This can be attributed to its field 
reliability, operational simplicity, compactness and mutual compatibility with other 
reconnaissance instruments such as portable magnetometers and radiometric detec 
tors.

The VLF method of EM surveying, pioneered by Geonics, has proven to be a simple 
economical means of mapping geological structure and fault tracing. The applications 
are many and varied, ranging from direct detection of massive sulphide conductors 
to the indirect detection of precious metals and radioactive deposits.

FEATURES

 The EM16 is the only VLF instrument that measures the quad-phase as well as 
the in phase secondary field. This has the advantage of providing an additional 
piece of data for a more comprehensive interpretation and also allows a more 
accurate determination of the tilt angle.

  The secondary fields are measured as a ratio to the primary field making the 
measurement independent of absolute field strength.

 The EM 16 is the only VLF receiver that can be adapted to measure VLF 
resistivity.

Specifications
MEASURED QUANTITY

SENSITIVITY

RESOLUTION 

OUTPUT

OPERATING FREQUENCY 

OPERATOR CONTROLS

POWER SUPPLY

DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

In phase and quad-phase components of vertical mag 
netic field as a percentage of horizontal primary field, 
(i.e. tangent of the tilt angle and ellipticity)
In-phase :  150% 
Quad-phase:   4 0% 
 1%
Nulling by audio tone. In-phase indication from mechan 
ical inclinometer and quad-phase from a graduated dial.
15-25 kHz VLF Radio Band. Station selection done by 
means of plug-in units.
On/Off switch, battery test push button, station selector 
switch, audio volume control, quadrature dial, inclino 
meter.

6 disposable 'AA' cells 
42x14x9 cm
Instrument: 1.6kg 
Shipping : 4.5 kg

VLF RESISTIVITY METER

EM16R
A simple, button-on attachment to the EM16 converts it to a direct reading terrrain 
resistivity meter. The EM16R attachment interlaces a pair of potential electrodes to 
the EM)6 enabling the measurement of the ratio of, and the phase angle between, 
the horizontal electric and magnetic fields of the plane wave propagated by distant 
VLF radio transmitters.

The EM16R is direct reading in ohm-meters of apparent ground resistivity. If the 
phase angle is 45", the resistivity reading is the true value and the earth is uniform 
to the depth of exploration (i.e. a skin depth). Any departure from 45  of phase in 
dicates a layered earth. Two layer interpretation curves are supplied with each in 
strument to permit an Interpretation based on a two layer earth model.

This highly portable resistivity meter makes an ideal tool for quick geological map 
ping and has been used successfully for a variety of applications.

 Detection of massive and disseminated sulphide deposits
 Overburden conductivity and thickness measurements
 Permafrost mapping
 Detection and delineation of industrial mineral deposits
  Aquifer mapping

Specifications
MEASURED QUANTITY 

RESISTIVITY RANGES

PHASE RANGE 

RESOLUTION

OUTPUT

OPERATING FREQUENCY

INTERPROBE SPACING 

PROBE INPUT IMPEDANCE 

DIMENSIONS

WEIGHT

  Apparent Resistivity of the ground in ohm-meters
 Phase angle between Ex and Hy in degrees
  10- 300 ohm-meters
  100  3000 ohm-meters
 1000 - 30000 ohm-meters 

0-90 degrees
 Resistivity:  2% full scale
 Phase :  0.5 

Null by audio tone. Resistivity and phase angle read from 
graduated dials.
15-25 kHz VLF Radio Band. Station selection by means 
of rotary switch.
10 meters
100 M ft in parallel with 0.5 picofarads

19x11.5x10cm.
(attached to side of EM16)
1.5 kg (including probes and cable)



Operating Manual

«odel G-826 
ortable Proton Magnetometer

Sampling Rate:

Output:

Power Requirements:

Temperature Range:

Accuracy (Total Field)

Sensor:

Size:

Weight:

Manual push button, one reading each 
six seconds.

Five digit numeric display with readout 
directly in gammas.

Twelve 1.5 volt " D " cell universally 
available flashlight-type batteries. Charge 
state or replacement signified by flashing 
indicator light on display.

Console and sensor: -40° to +85° C.

Battery pack: 0° to + 50° C (limited use 
to -15° C; lower tempera 
ture battery belt operation • 
optional).

±1 gamma through 0° to + 50° C temperature 
range.

High signal, noise cancelling, mounted on 
staff or attached to backpack.

Console: 3.5 x 7 x 11 inches
(9 x 18 x 28 cm)

Sensor: 3.5 x 5 inches (9 x 13 cm) 
Staff: 1 inch diameter x 8 ft. length

(3 cm x 2.5m)

Console (w/batteries): 
Sensor and signal cable: 
Aluminum staff:

Lbs. 
5.5 
4 
2 

11.5

Kgs. 
2.5 
1.8 

.9 
5.2
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Operating Manual

odel G-826 
Portable Proton Magnetometer
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1.0 GENERAL INFORMATION

1.1 INTRODUCTION

The Model G-826 Portable Proton Mangetometer is a complete 
system designed for man-carry field applications requiring simple 
operation and stable measurements of the total intensity of the earth's 
magnetic field. The G - 826 is accurate and has a sensitivity of i 1 
gamma over a range from 20,000 to 90,000 gammas. Since the instru 
ment measures total field intensity, the accuracy of each measurement 
is not affected by sensor orientation. The inherent simplicity of the G-826 
proton magnetometer allows rapid, accurate measurements to be obtained 
from a rugged, compact field instrument. This is a precision instrument 
and reasonable attention must be given to handling, battery condition, and 
magnetic environment.

1.2 MAGNETIC ENVIRONMENT

It is important that the earth's magnetic field is not perturbed by allow 
ing unwanted magnetic objects to come close to the sensor. Such objects 
include rings, keys, watches, belt buckles, pocket knives, metal pencils, 
zippers, etc. When the sensor is used on the staff, one gamma surveys 
are easily performed provided the sensor is kept at a distance of three 
feet from the operator. When the sensor is used in the backpack, certain 
articles of clothing and some types of batteries within the console will cause 
a five to ten gamma heading error in the readings. The G - 826, however, 
still provides one gamma sensitivity and repeatability despite the presence 
of such a base line shift. The backpack feature is recommended for use 
in difficult terrain where "hands free" operation is required.

Prior to survey use, objects that are suspected to be magnetic may be 
checked in the following manner:

1. Attach sensor to staff and connect coiled signal cable to console. 
Sensor should not be moved or turned during the test, and the 
suspected article should be far away initially.

2. Cycle the magnetometer a few times by depressing the READ 
button—releasing—and waiting for a reading each cycle.

-1-



Operating Manual
Model G-826 
'ortable Proton Magnetometer

3. Observe measurement readings. Each reading should repeat 
to i 1 gamma. {A slow shift may occur over several minutes 
due to a diurnal change in the earth's field.)

4. Place the suspected article at the distance from the sensor 
expected during actual survey operation.

5. Cycle magnetometer several times and note the readings.

6. Remove the article and repeat steps 2 and 3 to check for
diurnal shifts in the earth's field. If a diurnal shift is present, 
repeat entire test.

7. If the readings obtained in step -5 differ by more than ±1 gamma 
( ± one count) from those obtained in steps 3 and 6, then the 
article is magnetic.

IF THE ARTICLE IS HIGHLY MAGNETIC, OR IF THE SENSOR IS 
INSIDE OR NEAR A BUILDING OR VEHICLE, THE PROTON PRE 
CESSION SIGNAL WILL BE LOST, GIVING COMPLETELY ERRATIC 
READINGS AND LOSS OF ± 1 COUNT REPEATABILITY.

The magnetometer should not be operated in areas that are known sources 
of radio frequency energy, power line noise {transformers), in buildings 
or near highly magnetic objects. The .sensor should always be placed on 
the staff above the ground, or in the "backpack." The sensor will NOT 
operate properly when placed directly on the ground.

1.3 SPECIFICATIONS

Sensitivity: ±1 gamma throughout range

Range: 20,000 to 90,000 gammas (worldwide)

Tuning: Multi-position switch with signal amplitude
indicator light on display

Gradient Tolerance: Exceeds 800 gammas/feet

-2-
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1985 01 14 Your File: 264-84 
Our File: 2.7422

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Natural Resources
808 Robertson Street
Box 5080
Kenora, Ontario
P9N 3X9

Dear Madam:

RE: Notice of Intent dated December 6, 1984.
Geophysical (Electromagnetic & Magnetometer Survey 
on Mining Claims K 725626 et al In the Turtlepond 
Lake Area.

The assessment work credits, as listed with the 
above-mentioned Notice of Intent, have been approved 
as of the above date.

Please Inform the recorded holder of these nining 
claims and so Indicate on your records.

Yours sincerely,

S.E. Yundt
Director
Land Management Branch

Nhltney Block, Room 6643 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3 
Phone:(416)965-6918

D. ISherwood:sc

cc: Golden Range Resources Inc 
189 Preston Street 
T1m1ns, Ontario 
P4N 3N4

cc: Mr. 6.H. Ferguson
Mining ft Lands Commissioner 
Toronto, Ontario

cc: Mid-Canada Exploration Services Ltd 
P.O. Box 37
South Porcupine, Ontario 
PON 1HO 
Attn: Man A. Jensen

Resident Geologist 
Kenora, Ontario



/l^-Tv Ministry ot Technical Assessi 
(Vy } Natural/ ... , _ ... 
\*Vj Resources Work Credits
Ontario ̂ ^

ment f »»
2.7422

Date Mining Recorder's Report of

1984 12 06 Work *g  - 264-84

Recorded Holder

GOLDEN RANGE RESOURCES INC
Township or Area

TURTLEPOND LAKE AREA

Type ot survey and number of 
Assessment days credit per claim

Geophysical 
36

Electromagnetic riays

M

l"«!llCflrt po|ari7atinn flays

Other riays

Section 77 (19) See "Mining Claim* Aliened" column 

fienlngiral riayj

fienchpmical , days

Man days 1 1 Airborne LJ 

Special provision H Ground IXI

[xl Credits have been reduced because of partial 

coverage of claims.

ED Credits have been reduced because of corrections 

to work dates and figures of applicant.

Mining Claims Assessed

K 725627 to 629 inclusive 
725632 to 635 inclusive 
740749 to 789 inclusive 
740796-797

Special credits under section 77 (16) for the following mining claims

No credits have been allowed for the following mining claims

W not sufficiently covered by the survey I_6 Insufficient technical data filed

K 725626 
725630-631 
740790 to 795 inclusive 
740798

The Mining Recorder may reduce the above credits if necessary in order that the total number of approved assessment days recorded on 
each claim does not exceed the maximum allowed as follows: Geophysical   80; Geological   40; Geochemical   40; Section 77(19) 60:

826



Pntano

Ministry of
Natural
Resources

1984 12 06 Your File: 264-84 
Our File: 2.7422

Mining Recorder
Ministry of Natural Resources
808 Robertson Street
Box 5080
Kenora, Ontario
P9N 3X9

Dear Madam:
*

Enclosed are two copies of a Notice of Intent with statements 
listing a reduced rate of assessment work credits to be allowed 
for a technical survey. Please forward one copy to the recorded 
holder of the claims and retain the other. In approximately 
fifteen days from the above date, a final letter of approval of 
these credits will be sent to you. On receipt of the approval 
letter, you may then change the work entries on the claim record 
sheets.
For further information, if required, please contact 
Mr. R.J. Pichette at 416/965-4888.

rs sincerely,

ftor 
Land Management Branch

Whitney Block, Room 6643 
Queen's Park 
Toronto, Ontario 
M7A 1W3

D. Isherwood:mc 

Ends.

cc: Golden Range Resources Inc 
189 Preston Street 
Timmins, Ontario 
P4N 3N4

cc: Mr. G.H. Ferguson
Mining & Lands Commissioner 
Toronto, Ontario

cc: Mid-Canada Exploration Services
Limited 

P.O. Box 37
South Porcupine, Ontario 
PON 1HO 
Attn: Kian A. Jensen

845



Ministry of
Natural
Resources

Ontario

Notice of Intent 

for Technical Reports 

1984 12 06 

2.7422/264-84

An examination of your survey report indicates that the requirements of The Ontario Mining 
Act have not been fully met to warrant maximum assessment work credits. This notice is 
merely a warning that you will not be allowed the number of assessment work days credits 
that you expected and also that in approximately 15 days from the above date, the mining 
recorder will be authorized to change the entries on his record sheets to agree with the 
enclosed statement. Please note that until such time as the recorder actually changes the entry 
on the record sheet, the status of the claim remains unchanged.

If you are of the opinion that these changes by the mining recorder will jeopardize your 
claims, you may during the next fifteen days apply to the Mining and Lands Commissioner for 
an extension of time. Abstracts should be sent with your application.

If the reduced rate of credits does not jeopardize the status of the claims then you need not 
seek relief from the Mining and Lands Commissioner and this Notice of Intent may be 
disregarded.

If your survey was submitted and assessed under the "Special Provision-Performance and 
Coverage" method and you are of the opinion that a re-appraisal under the "Man-days" 
method would result in the approval of a greater number of days credit per claim, you may, 
within the said fifteen day period, submit assessment work breakdowns listing the employees 
names, addresses and the dates and hours they worked. The new work breakdowns should be 
submitted direct to the Land Management Branch, Toronto. The report will be re-assessed and 
a new statement of credits based on actual days worked will be issued.

B4C (82/5)



Ministrynt Report ol Work ^
(Gpophysic.nl, Geological, 
Grochemical fl'K) Expenditures)

tmtrurlions

Mining Act

Plensr typr pi punt f̂*~ 
If numlin of mining claims IrnvpispH 
PxrpFtls sparp on this lorm, mtnch n list 
Only <l;iys credits cnlctilnlpil in Ilir- 
"t xppndrtures" section may lip entprrif 
in thr "Expend Days Ci " column!. 
Do not use shaded erens below

1 ypc of biirvryl&l

Geophysical Survey
Claim Holclt" IK)

Golden Range Resources Inc.
Andrew

189 Preston Street, Timmins, Ontario PUN 3N4

lown.hipp, A, e« Turtlepond Lake Ar< 
Upper Manitou Project

Prospector'1 Licence No.

T-1324

Date of Survey (from fi, to)

Mid-Canada Exploration Services Limited
Mornr end AdO'ess pf Auiho' (of Geo Technical report)

Kian A. Jensen, P. 0. Box 37, South Porcupine, Ontario PON 1HO

lotal Miles of line Cut

61.63

Cieciits Requested pin Each Claim in Columns at right
5,,,,, ,al PKW.Sions

For Irrst su'Vty

Enter 40 days (This 
includes lint' cutting!

For each additional survey.
using the same grid 

Enter 20 days (for each)

Mfln Days

Complete reverse side 
and enter total(s) here

Airborne Crert ts

Note: Special provisions

to Airborne Surveys.

Geophysical

  E tectromagnetic 

  Magnetometer

  Radiometric

  Other

Geochemical

Geophysical

- Electromagnetic

  Magnetometer -

  Radiometric

  Othe-

Geological

Geochemical

E lectromagnetic

Magnetometer

Radiometric

Days per
Claim

40 

20

    

Days per
Claim

Days per
Claim

Mining Claims Traversed (List in numerical sequence)

Expenditures {excludes power stripping)
Type of Work Performed

Performed on Claim(s)

Calculation of Expenditure Days Credits 

Total Expenditures
Total 

Days Credits

15 =

insuueliom
Total Days Credits may be apportioned at thf claim holder's 
choice Enter number of days credits per claim selected 
in columns at right.

Mining
Prefix

K
Number

725626_ 
!725627

725629
'725630

725632
725633
;775F 

-. 7256
740749 
.7J±Q7_5J)_
740751

,740752
740753
740754
740755 

: 740756
740757
740758

I 7407t>y 
:740760
;740761 
M^Mfi2_m®
^7^765 
1740766
740767
740768
740769
740770
J740771 
740772
740773
740774
740775 
^740776

Wffll
:740779 
1740780 "740781— 
740782

Expend. 
Days C',

Mining Claim 
Prefix ! Number

K 740783
740784
740785
740786
740787
740788
740789
740790
-740791-

MS
740794 
.7JL0795
740796
140791.
740798

Expend. 
Days Ci.

Total number of mining 
claims covered by this 
report of work,

Dale

November 5/84
Certification Verifying Reporro?

I hereby certify that I have a personal arftAintimate knowledge of the facts set forth in the R eport o f Work annexed hereto, having performed the work 
or witnessed same during and/or after its completion and the annexed report is true.

Name and Postal Address of Person Certifying

_ Denis Laforest, 189 Preston Street. Timmins. Ontario P4N 3N4

13C? (81/91
[rio F4 

_ate Certifie 
Nov. 5/



OLDEN RANGE RESOURCES INC. Te.ePhone(705)267 7971
89 Preston St. Timmins, Ontario P4N 3N4 TSE - GORT

November 16, 1984

Mr. F. W. Matthews
Ontario Ministry of Natural Resources
W1617, Whitney Block
Queen' s Park
Toronto, Ontario
M7A 1W3

Re: Geophysical Reports - 60 Claims - Turtlepond Lake 
Area - Upper Manitou Project

Dear Sir:

Enclosed are duplicate copies of Total Field Magnetic 
and VLF-EM Surveys report on the above-noted claims, 
located on the Upper Manitou Project, Turtlepond Lake 
Area, Kenora Mining Division, District of Kenora.

Yours truly,

Orville E". Hicks 
Director

/ch 

Enclosures
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